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Dear Colleague:

By providing high-quality pre-kindergarten to large numbers of three and four year olds, Arkansas 

is employing a proven strategy to improve children’s school readiness and chances of life success.

Arkansas boasts one of the nation’s highest-quality state-funded pre-k systems, and since 2004, the

state legislature has committed 60 million additional dollars to the Arkansas Better Chance (ABC)

pre-k program. 

Today, Arkansas is at a pre-k crossroads. Currently, the state’s outstanding program is targeted to

children from families earning up to 200 percent of the federal poverty threshold. While the ABC

system is built for success, limited funding prevents the program from reaching more than half 

of all eligible children. Research consistently indicates that all children make measurable gains from

high-quality pre-k. So, expanding the ABC program makes sound educational sense. 

This report shows that expanding the ABC program also makes sound economic sense. “An

Economic Analysis of Pre-K in Arkansas,” written by Dr. Clive Belfield, a renowned authority on

the economics of education, calculates the potential fiscal impacts of incrementally expanding the

ABC program. Dr. Belfield’s analysis finds that increasing state investments in pre-k would produce

significant savings to the state’s education, child-welfare, and criminal justice systems and would 

generate substantial increases in income tax revenues. This study estimates only the returns to the

state and does not take into account the significant direct financial benefits to participating children

and their families. Even using this conservative economic model, pre-k for all will return an 

impressive $1.58 to Arkansas for every dollar spent. Voluntary pre-k for all children is clearly one 

of the smartest fiscal policy decisions the state could make. 

Pre-K Now commends Arkansas for its strong commitment to high-quality pre-k, and we encourage

leaders in the state to review these data and continue to grow the ABC program so that all three-

and four-year-old children, whose families want them to attend, can go to pre-k. As always, our

resources, including this series of studies on the economics of pre-k, remain available to state leaders,

advocates, and families working to advance high-quality pre-k for all children.

Sincerely,

Libby Doggett, Ph.D.

Executive Director
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Washington, DC 
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An Economic Analysis 
of Pre-K in Arkansas

ith this new study, Arkansas becomes the
latest in a growing list of states that can
quantify the positive financial returns of
state investments in high-quality pre-k for all
children. Arkansas pre-k is already one of

the nation’s highest-quality programs and so, is
perfectly positioned for substantial expansion.

The economic analysis conducted for this report
found that expanding the Arkansas Better Chance
pre-k program to serve all three and four year 
olds would, conservatively, yield an impressive
$1.58 for every state dollar invested. In addition,
the direct financial benefits to children and families,
which are not calculated here, would likely far
exceed the robust returns to taxpayers.
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Introduction

A substantial body of research indicates that high-
quality pre-kindergarten is beneficial for all children.
It makes children more proficient learners in school
and more productive citizens in adulthood.1 As well 
as promoting children’s social and emotional develop-
ment, high-quality pre-k also generates savings for
taxpayers over the short and long terms: Government
expenditures are reduced, and tax revenues are
increased. Consequently, many states now recognize
the economic benefits of making greater investments
in pre-k on both equity and efficiency grounds. This
report focuses on the question of efficiency by apply-
ing an economic model to estimate the fiscal returns
of expanding access to high-quality pre-k in Arkansas.

Arkansas has made important commitments to
enhance the quality of and access to early education
opportunities for young children, particularly those
from disadvantaged families. These commitments are
valuable, but they do not yet ensure that all children
have access to pre-k programs. At issue is whether it
makes economic sense to expand Arkansas’s current
high-quality pre-k program to serve more children
across the state. 

This study begins by describing existing programs in
Arkansas. Next, three policy scenarios are considered: 

Scenario One (1) reflects the existing funding commit-
ment of $71 million for pre-k, which serves 40 percent
of at-risk children. 
Scenario Two (2) is a proposal to expand pre-k to
cover all at-risk three and four year olds not served by 
Head Start. 
Scenario Three (3) is a proposal to cover all three-
and four-year-old children regardless of family 
circumstances. 

Each policy scenario is analyzed to determine the
probable economic consequences. Both national 
and state-specific data are used in the models as well 
as evidence from peer-reviewed research studies.
Finally, to determine whether expanding pre-k access
would be a good investment for the state over the 
long term, the costs and benefits are compared for
each policy scenario. 

The results of this economic analysis are summarized
here. Full details on the calculations that support the
results are in a Technical Appendix.2

•

•

•
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Pre-K in Arkansas

Current Pre-K Programs

Arkansas offers state-funded pre-k for three and four
year olds through the Arkansas Better Chance for
School Success (ABC) program. Separately, federal
Head Start services are also available to a limited 
number of children. The ABC program, which has
expanded significantly over the last decade, serves 
75 percent of children in centers and 25 percent in
home instruction through the parent-led Home
Instruction Program for Preschool Youngsters
(HIPPY). Places are allocated to children in families
with incomes below 200 percent of the federal poverty
threshold with priority funding for programs in 
low-performing school districts. Importantly, the 
ABC program is of very high quality as measured 
by teacher standards, class sizes, support services, 
and monitoring.3

However, the ABC program does not currently serve
all eligible children. Table 1 shows demographic infor-
mation for children in Arkansas. Of the 79,100 three
and four year olds in the state, 22,285 (28 percent)
grow up in families with incomes below the federal
poverty threshold, (e.g. $18,400 for a family of four),4

and an additional 25,645 (32 percent) are from families

with incomes close to the poverty threshold. One in
three children in Arkansas grows up in a single parent
home.5 Because families regularly move in and out of
poverty, children who live in families with incomes
below 200 percent of the poverty threshold are either
growing up in poverty or are likely to experience some
poverty during their childhoods. Therefore, we include
both of the above groups – a total of 47,930 (60 percent)
children – in the “at risk” category. Based on a large
body of research, we expect that all of these children
and their families would greatly benefit from pre-k 
programs that promote school readiness and provide
greater opportunities for success.6

Table 2 shows both the availability of and the need for
pre-k for three and four year olds in Arkansas as of
2005-06. Currently, Head Start serves 10,070 children
and the ABC program serves 18,746; In total, this is 
37 percent of this age group. However, Arkansas still has
19,114 at-risk children who are not able to attend pre-k
programs. There are also 31,170 children from families
with higher incomes who are not served by public pro-
grams; these children too can benefit from high-quality
pre-k. Overall, 63 percent of the age cohort currently is
not enrolled in a publicly funded pre-k program. 

Table 1: Children in Arkansas (2005-06)

Three & Four Year Olds 
Family income in relation to the

federal poverty threshold:

Below 100% of the poverty threshold 22,285 28%

100% - 200% of the poverty threshold 25,645 32%

Above 200% of the poverty threshold 31,170 40%

Total children 79,100 100%

Sources: Division of Early Care and Education, Arkansas Department of
Health and Human Services, http://www.accessarkansas.org/childcare/;
“2006 Kids Count Data Book,” (Baltimore: Annie E. Casey 
Foundation, 2006).

Table 2: Pre-K in Arkansas (2005-06)

Three & Four Year Olds 
Pre-k program enrollment:

Head Start and Even Start 10,070 13%
ABC program (including HIPPY) 18,746 24%

Children not served by public pre-k programs:

At-risk (family income below 200% 
of the federal poverty threshold) 19,114 24%

Other 31,170 39%

Total children 79,100 100%

Sources: Division of Early Care and Education, Arkansas Department of
Health and Human Services; W. Steven Barnett, Hustedt, Jason T., Robin,
Kenneth B., and Schulman, Karen L., “The State of Preschool: 2005 State
Preschool Yearbook,” (New Brunswick: National Institute for Early
Education Research, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, 2006).
Notes: ABC provision includes HIPPY and special education. Childcare is
not counted. Some children may enroll in more than one program.
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Expanding Pre-K Programs

Given the current availability of pre-k in Arkansas,
there is a clear opportunity for public programs to 
be expanded. To that end, this study evaluates three
policy scenarios:

(1) Current ABC provision: As noted above, the
Arkansas legislature has provided an annual appropria-
tion of $71 million to support pre-k for at-risk three
and four year olds. (Most of this was from a recent 
$60 million increase in spending which ensured 
sufficient funding for a high-quality program). 
We begin by evaluating the economic effects of this
large-scale investment. 

(2) Pre-k for all at-risk children: The ABC program
is intended for all at-risk three and four year olds (i.e.
those in families with incomes less than 200 percent 
of the federal poverty threshold) on a voluntary basis.
To cover all these children, however, an additional 
$40 million of funding would be needed. We model
the likely economic effects of such an investment. 

(3) Pre-k for all children: As the benefits of pre-k 
do not stop at the poverty threshold, it is important to
consider the potential impact of serving all three and
four year olds in Arkansas regardless of family income.
We estimate the supplemental economic benefits of
expanding pre-k access to all children on a voluntary
basis.

These three policy scenarios should not be understood
as discrete options. The scenarios are set out in such a
way as to describe the net effects of expanding pre-k in
large but incremental steps from the current baseline.
These scenarios also reflect an accepted consensus
among research experts: Programs that can be accurately
targeted to at-risk children yield the highest per-child
returns, but every child can benefit from pre-k such

that returns remain strongly positive when programs
are open to all three and four year olds.7 Further,
research indicates that targeted programs regularly fail
to reach all eligible children. Programs often struggle to
identify, locate, and communicate with families of eligible
children. Additionally, at-risk children can lose their 
eligibility when family incomes rise, effectively penalizing
families who work to escape poverty.8 Alternative 
scenarios and baselines would yield different figures but,
in all probability, very similar conclusions. 

Each policy scenario assumes that the pre-k program 
is high quality. Many states have difficulty meeting 
standards, but the Arkansas program is already rated
highly in terms of inputs and processes, including a full
curriculum, low teacher–child ratios, and comprehen-
sive support services. This economic analysis assumes
that the ABC program with this level of quality is
expanded to cover children on a voluntary basis. For
each scenario, we project that three-quarters of enrolled 
children would attend center-based programs and 
one-quarter would be served in home-based settings. 

Pre-K in Arkansas
continued from page 3
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Costs and Total Expenditures for Voluntary Pre-K

Each of the policy scenarios requires an upfront
investment in pre-k. The scale of these investments
for a cohort of three and four year olds is given in
Table 3.9 The first column shows the total annual
funding requirement. This total is mainly a function 
of the number of children served times the state reim-
bursement rate per child. However, this total also
includes other separate costs: These are an allocation
of 2 percent of funds for administration, an additional
amount for children in special education, and funding
reserves as a result of spaces not being filled.

Currently, the ABC program, as shown in Table 3,
Row 1, is funded at $71 million annually. Per-child
funding is $4,400 for the ABC program and $1,557 
for HIPPY with most of the enrollments being in 
the ABC program (see Table Notes). Once other 
costs have been accounted for, the program serves
18,746 children. 

To expand pre-k to serve all at-risk children, as shown
in Table 3, Row 2, would require an additional 
$40 million annually. This amount would cover new
children, increased reimbursement rates for the 
program, administration, and special education costs.
Raising the average per-child expenditure to $4,865
for the ABC program and $1,650 for the HIPPY pro-
gram would create 6,754 new places. Adding this to

the baseline, the total number of at-risk children
served would then be 25,500. This is 67 percent of 
all eligible, at-risk children who are not being served
by Head Start. This proportion is within the expected
take-up rate for a voluntary pre-k program: approxi-
mately 60 to 80 percent (as in Georgia and Oklahoma). 

Table 3, Row 3 shows the anticipated costs if pre-k
were expanded further to allow all children to partici-
pate. The amounts are in addition to current program
costs and assume all at-risk children have already been
offered a place. This scenario of expansion to a program
for all children would require additional funding of
$115 million (including administration and special
education costs). This amount supports enrollments at
the same reimbursement rate as scenario (2) but with
slightly higher proportions of children in the ABC
program than in HIPPY (see Table 3 Notes). The
result would be 26,800 new places. Total enrollment
would be increased to 52,300 or 76 percent of the
entire cohort (excluding those served by Head Start). 

The cumulative cost of investing in pre-k for all would
be annual spending of $226 million, which would
serve approximately 52,300 children statewide. This
amount, which covers both three and four year olds,
represents less than 8 percent of the Arkansas
Department of Education’s total annual expenditures.

Table 3: Funding Requirements for Pre-K in Arkansas

Total annual Annual funding per child Children enrolled
funding requirement ABC program HIPPY program (three & four year olds)

(1) Current ABC provision $ 71 million $ 4,400 $ 1,557 18,746
(2) Pre-k for all at-risk children + $ 40 million $ 4,865 $ 1,650 + 6,754
(3) Pre-k for all children + $ 115 million $ 4,865 $ 1,650 + 26,800

Full Implementation $ 226 million $ 4,865 $ 1,650 52,300

Notes: Enrollments are assumed to be divided between the ABC 
and HIPPY programs. The ABC program is 71 percent (row 1), 
77 percent (row 2), and 78 percent (row 3) of total enrollments. 
Pre-k for all is voluntary. Funding is required for new places and to 

upgrade existing places and for administration costs, special education,
and reserves for places not filled. For scenarios (2) and (3) unit costs 
per child per year are up-rated to account for decreasing returns to scale
and inflation.
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Economic Benefits of 
Pre-K for Arkansas

Itemizing the Social Benefits of Pre-K

Expanding pre-k programs is likely to yield sizeable 
fiscal benefits to a state.10 Such benefits arise because
pre-k helps create more proficient learners who then
become more productive citizens. The benefits span
the lives of the children served and are reaped by
many government agencies. These benefits include: 

Efficiency gains to the school system
When children enter school as more proficient 
learners, rates of special education placement and
grade retention are reduced. Schools are also able to
provide more efficient education with lower rates of
teacher turnover and absenteeism and better use of
instructional time. Education spending is lower.

Increases in tax revenues
Children who have been to pre-k become more 
productive as they enter the labor force. Pre-k also
helps families to meet their childcare needs, freeing 
up parents to participate in the labor market. Tax 
revenues are higher. 

Savings to criminal justice system budgets
Pre-k programs help reduce crime both while children
are juveniles and as they become productive citizens in
adulthood. Public expenditures on the criminal justice
system are lower.

Savings to health and welfare budgets
Pre-k programs provide important health and welfare
services (such as health screenings and nutrition 
guidance). Public spending on these welfare programs
is therefore offset.

In Table 4, national research and state-specific data 
are used to estimate the extent of these benefits for
Arkansas.11 For each of the four cost-benefit domains
listed above, the per-child impacts of pre-k are multi-
plied by the program costs to calculate the overall
effects. These analyses only consider returns to 
taxpayers in terms of public-service costs. They do not
address either the direct financial benefits incurred by
participating children and their families or those pro-
duced by growth in the pre-k sector (i.e. new, well-paid
jobs, revenues to educational suppliers, increased
income to participating providers). 

The fiscal benefits for the three scenarios will not be as
large as has been found for “model programs” such as
the High/Scope Perry Preschool or the Abecedarian
program. These were relatively expensive programs 
targeted only to the most high-risk children.12 Each of
the three proposed policy scenarios for Arkansas would
produce a much larger-scale program with spending 
per child that is necessarily constrained by government
budgets. 

However, all children should benefit from pre-k, partic-
ularly when it is available for two years, as is the case 
in Arkansas. National research on statewide and city
programs finds positive academic and social impacts 
on all children with the added benefit that large-scale
programs will change how schools are organized and
how education can be delivered.13 Nevertheless, to be
conservative, this analysis assumes that the per-child
benefits become smaller as the program expands.
Benefits are also calibrated according to family back-
ground, with at-risk children gaining more than those
from more-advantaged families. In addition, this study
assumes that children enrolled when fewer places were
available (“early enrollees”) will benefit more than those
enrolling as the program expands (“late enrollees”).14

Finally, it is assumed that unit costs will increase signifi-
cantly as the program expands. These assumptions
mean that any bias in the calculations is toward under-
stating the net benefits rather than overstating them. 
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Calculating the Economic Value of Pre-K

Increased pre-k enrollments will have important
effects in raising government revenues and reducing
expenditures. These economic benefits can then be
aggregated to reach an overall economic value from
investing in pre-k. Savings are expressed as “present
values” in relation to the date of the investment in pre-k
over participating children’s lifetimes up to age 65.15

Amounts are expressed as annual costs and benefits
from each “graduating class” after two successive years
of pre-k. For each scenario only half of the group (the
four year olds) will progress on to kindergarten while
the other half (the three year olds) remain in pre-k.
Thus, only half the benefits are realized each year, and
so, the benefits are reported per graduating class of
four year olds.

Table 4 itemizes the anticipated cost benefits from
each proposed policy scenario. There are substantial
savings to the school system, including reduced special
education expenditures and increased productivity
(e.g., lower teacher absenteeism and reduced spending
on safety, remediation, and grade retention). The
biggest benefit is increased income tax revenues as a

result of higher earnings. The link between education
and earnings is very strong: High school graduates earn
over $260,000 more over their lifetimes than do high
school dropouts, and all graduates, regardless of ability
or family background, obtain similar income advan-
tages.16 Parents will also earn more and pay more in
taxes during the pre-k period than they would have
without pre-k. There are also strong positive fiscal
effects on crime, health, and welfare. 

Each scenario yields significant total fiscal benefits over
the lifetime of the cohort (through age 65) with their
magnitude depending upon the numbers of children
served and the effectiveness of pre-k for children of dif-
ferent family backgrounds. The current ABC program
will yield gross benefits of $165 million. Expanding 
pre-k to cover all at-risk children is anticipated to 
produce $57 million in additional savings. Offering 
pre-k to all children is predicted to yield further savings
of $135 million. Because the scenarios are separate,
when added together they generate total estimated
present value benefits from statewide pre-k in Arkansas
of $356 million. These gross benefits can now be 
compared to the costs of providing pre-k. 

Table 4: Fiscal Impacts per Cohort from Expanded Pre-K in Arkansas ($ millions)

(1) Current (2) Pre-k for all (3) Pre-k for all Total 
ABC Program at-risk children children (1)+(2)+(3)

Children per scenario 18,746 6,754 26,800 52,300
“Graduating class” of four year olds 9,373 3,377 13,400 26,150
School-system savings:

Reduction in special education $ 28.8 $ 9.9 $ 5.9 $ 44.6
Learning productivity gains a $ 17.2 $ 5.9 $ 24.6 $ 47.7

Tax revenue increases:
Based on participants’ earnings $ 86.8 $ 29.8 $ 78.1 $ 194.7
Based on parental earnings b $ 4.8 $ 1.6 $ 6.9 $ 13.3

Criminal justice savings $ 13.7 $ 4.7 $ 10.3 $ 28.7
Health and welfare savings $ 13.3 $ 4.6 $ 9.5 $ 27.4

Total present value benefits c $ 164.6 $ 56.5 $ 135.3 $ 356.4

Notes: a Learning productivity gains include: savings in grade retention, 
teacher turnover/absenteeism, and school expenditures on facilities. 
b Some families will participate more in the labor market during the 
two years when their children are in pre-k. 

c Present value figures are discounted at a rate of 3.5 percent over the
lifetime of the cohort up to age 65. Numbers are rounded to the nearest
0.1 million. Numbers are averages from three separate models: See the
Technical Appendix for full details of the calculations.
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Cost–Benefit Analysis of 
Voluntary Pre-K

Pre-k yields fiscal savings over the long run. More
importantly from the perspective of the taxpayer, 
these savings exceed the costs of providing pre-k. 

Table 5 compares the costs and savings for a single 
age cohort under each of the policy scenarios. In 
each case, the benefits substantially exceed the costs
(noting that the costs are for two years of pre-k). 
For the current ABC program, the cost is $71 million
and the return is $165 million; so, the net benefit is 
$94 million. Alternatively expressed, this investment 
in pre-k should yield economic benefits that are 
2.3 times the costs. This is the investment with the
highest return because it is targeted to children 
most at risk and thus most likely to enjoy the largest
advantage from participating. However, the other 
two scenarios are also cost effective.

The second scenario is to expand pre-k to all at-risk
three and four year olds, i.e. those living in households
with incomes below 200 percent of the federal poverty
threshold. This would cost an additional $40 million
but would yield added benefits of $57 million. The net
economic gain is $17 million for each cohort and the
benefits exceed the costs by a factor of 1.4. 

If Arkansas were to offer pre-k to all three and four
year olds on a voluntary basis, the additional cost
would be $115 million. This investment would also
yield a positive return: the additional gross economic
benefits are $135 million, producing net benefits of
$20 million. For this scenario, for each dollar invested
the state would recoup $1.18 in savings. 

It is possible to take an overall view of the net benefits
of pre-k for all by adding up the figures from each of
the scenarios. (See the final column of Table 5.) If 
pre-k were available to all children, the annual cost
would be $226 million. The gross benefits would be
$356 million. The net present value of this investment
would therefore be $130 million, resulting in a benefit-
cost ratio of 1.6. 

Per individual child, the benefits of pre-k are substan-
tial. Across all children, the average present value 
benefit is $13,630. This figure compares favorably to
the cost of two years of pre-k at $8,400. The net
return per child is therefore $5,230. The returns are
higher for at-risk children, but they are still strongly
positive for children from all family backgrounds.
Recall also that these are only the public benefits; the
personal benefits to the children and families are not
calculated here.

These estimates are based on published research and
projections of the likely lifetime consequences of 
participating in pre-k. Three models were created,
based on different research findings, and the tables 
are based on the average of those models. However,
even under the most conservative of the three models,
the benefits of pre-k still outweigh the costs by 
30 percent. Thus, it is unlikely that an analysis using
alternate assumptions would produce significantly 
different results.
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Table 5: Costs and Benefits per Cohort from Expanded Pre-K ($ millions)

(1) Current (2) Pre-k for all (3) Pre-k for all Total 
ABC Program at-risk children children (1)+(2)+(3)

Children per scenario 18,746 6,754 26,800 52,300
Graduating class of four year olds 9,373 3,377 13,400 26,150
Costs (C) $ 71.0 $ 40.0 $ 115.0 $ 226.0
Benefits (B) $ 164.7 $ 56.5 $ 135.2 $ 356.4
Net benefit (B-C) $ 93.7 $ 16.5 $ 20.2 $ 130.4

Benefit-cost ratio (B/C) 2.32 1.41 1.18 1.58

Notes: Figures are in present values, discounted at a rate of 3.5 percent. 

at-risk three and four year olds or all children. Under
a range of simulations, this study finds that pre-k
investments yield considerable savings to government
agencies. The evidence here suggests that it is efficient
to invest in pre-k for all three and four year olds in
Arkansas: Conservatively, a pre-k-for-all program
would yield fiscal benefits approximately one and a
half times the costs. In absolute terms, these results
make a strong case for public funding of pre-k, and
the case is strengthened when compared to other 
public investments, which have more modest returns.
Moreover, because at-risk children gain the most, 
pre-k is an equitable as well as an efficient policy. 

This economic analysis shows the costs and benefits of
three policy scenarios for expanding pre-k in Arkansas.
It is important to recognize that these analyses only
consider the impact to government budgets and so,
ultimately, to taxpayers. They do not take into account
the benefits to children and families from having a
greater opportunity to succeed and being ready for
school. In most cases, these private benefits exceed 
the benefits to the taxpayer. 

Arkansas has already established a high-quality pre-k
program for at-risk children. At issue is whether it
makes economic sense to expand this program
statewide on a voluntary basis to provide access for all

Conclusion
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